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Horizontal Flocculation Mixing Retrofit Upgrade
Evolving Construction to Reduce Mechanical Failure and downtime, increase longevity

The Buckeye Retrofit Concept:
Keeping the original concept of design, and strategically modifying components will
provide the customer with exceptional service life. New modular design allows
customer to add or remove mixing paddles easily to fine tune the effective mixing.
No physical modifications to the mixing chamber were necessary. Conversion was
performed by BPI service technicians and downtime was held to only 1.5 days!
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Horizontal Flocculation Mixing Retrofit Upgrade
Evolving Construction to Reduce Mechanical Failure and Downtime, increase longevity
Overview:
For many years Flocculation Mixers have been built with very few modifications made to the
original design. Generally, a very heavy round shaft with fabricated brackets welded to them
that the mixing arms are attached to. For horizontal installations this allows for sagging in the
shaft (rotating assembly) and inherently a large amount of stress on the shaft to brackets
joints and bearings.
Problem:
Over time the stress would fatigue the bracket to shaft joint areas, causing failures in welded
areas. The fractures required frequent repair and caused excessive downtime.
Old Mixer Paddle Brackets

Improvement Areas
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New Mixer Paddle Brackets

Converted the heavy solid
round shaft to hollow
stainless steel square tube.
Flat mounting plate
converted to heavy SS flat
stock for a stronger mount of
the mixing arms.
Aluminum square tube
instead of red wood paddles
will provide significantly
longer service life.

Solution:
Constructing the rotating assembly from square stainless tubing decreases sagging and less stress on mixing
arm joints. It also allows for a more robust bracket assembly where the mixing arms attach. Converting from
solid shaft and wood paddles to tubing and aluminum paddles reduced the overall weight more than 30%.

